
   

       

  Luxury Baby Boy Gifts
 

£195.59 £176.04
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
The Luxury Baby Boy Gifts Basket is a fabulous gift choice for
welcoming a new baby boy into the world. A large and luxurious
wicker gift basket filled with high quality baby clothes, toys and
accessories.

  Details
 
The Luxury Baby Boy Gifts Basket is from our 100% baby gift collection - new for Summer 2021. We have filled this stunning shopper style gift
basket with a selection of beautiful baby gifts which include sumptuously soft clothing crafted from organic cotton, luxury 100% natural
accessories and both cuddly and engaging toys to entertain and stimulate a new baby. All of our luxury new baby boy gifts, clothes and toys are
branded names from well known, high quality suppliers that will be trusted by the baby gifts receiver. The luxury Baby Gifts included in this
beautiful baby boy gift basket include; a two-piece Tractor clothing set which includes a baby body and footed overalls designed by the organic-
loving and undisputed leader in organic cotton clothing for newborn babies, Frugi Organics. Crafted with GOTS-certified organic cotton, this
cozy outfit is gentle against sensitive skin, and makes a lovely addition to baby's first wardrobe staples. The new baby boy will also receive a pair
of exceptionally soft handcrafted Inch Blue baby leather shoes handmade in Wales. Made with soft and natural leather, these non-slip shoes
bring comfort to baby's growing feet and lets little toes breathe and stretch. The third baby gifts item is the bright and colourful baby boy
beachball print pram blanket by the classy retro baby clothes company Olive and Moss. Made from 100% cotton, this beautifully soft blanket is
the perfect gift for a summer baby. For practicality purposes we have incorporated the modern parents change bag essential accessory - a twin
pack of super absorbent, brightly patterned muslins by Frugi Organics. And as new on the go parents can never have enough bibs there is a
fashionable bandana bib by Ziggle baby. For entertainment and fun we have included Waggi - a big, bouncy and beautifully soft and cuddly
puppy toy from the Gund baby collection. This large puppy toy will make a beautiful addition to baby's toy collection, and will happily sit at the
end of baby's crib or cot. By contrast we have also included a bright and colourful Mitchell Moonwalker toy by Lamaze Play and Grow. This
stimulating Robot features a put-in and take-out chewy star, clacking rings and beads along with crinkle feet, ribbons and multiple fabrics and
textures for baby to explore. The Lamaze clip lets you hook him to prams, carriers and changing bags to take him along for on-the-go fun. All of
these beautiful baby boy gifts are arranged in an elegant white wicker shopper basket that can be used as a decorative storage piece for many
years to come. Basketsgalore has been creating baby boy gifts for 20 years, and has been lucky enough to send thousands of baby gifts on
behalf of our customers all over the world. We look forward to being of service to you too.

Additional Information
 
Contents Frugi Organics "My First Outfit" Little Tractor Inch Blue Handmade Leather Baby Shoes 0-6m Waggie

Cuddly Puppy Toy from the Gund Baby Collection Frugi Organic Brightly Patterned Muslin Twin Pack 100%
Cotton Beachball Pram Blanket by Olive and Moss Ziggle Baby Bandana Fashion Bib Lamaze Learning and
Development Robot Toy Beautiful White Wicker Shopper Basket Gift wrapped and decorated in hand tied
ribbon Baby Boy Greetings card
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